Notification regarding Enrolment of students in UG Semester(s) III & V of the Academic Year 2020-2021

DATE-04-03-2021

Notification regarding Enrolment of students in UG Semester(s) III & V of the Academic Year 2020-2021 As directed, it is notified for information of all concerned that the Enrolment for the End Semester Examinations of UG Semester(s) III & V Courses of the Academic Year 2020-2021 will be processed on and from 05.03.2021 to 07.03.2021. All the students are hereby advised to carefully select their subjects and/or choose their options and submit online. If there is any error / wrong filling up of Enrolment Form, students are advised to contact college office for necessary correction.

Enrolment Procedure (UG Odd Semester III & V of Academic Year 2020-2021):

1. SMS will be sent to the students with their UID and Password
2. Students will login using the link: https://bkuresults01.com/oas/
3. Students will login and will go through the subjects / choose if necessary or provision given and complete enrollment.